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Abstract
This article provides a brief overview of the current status of Icelandic development cooperation, bilaterally and multilaterally, and argues that it is time for Iceland to become more engaged in policy dialogue with developing countries on issues related to public sector reform and economic policy. Iceland should also in the authors view take more advantages of the extensive knowledge that Icelandic experts possess, and the experience they have gained, both in Iceland and internationally. Iceland should be more active in offering experts in the public service, in the academia, as well as in the private sector to provide policy advise and technical assistance to developing countries that are implementing complex economic and public sector reforms. A number of those experts have also gained considerable international experience in implementing policy reform programs. The article then discusses two cases: (i) the case of Latvia where Iceland rushed to recognize its independence, but did little to assist the country in the post independence period, and (ii), the case of Vietnam where a country like Iceland could provide valuable assistance to a country that is achieving remarkable progress in poverty reduction, implementing important public sector reforms and creating a better business environment for foreign investors. This article is based on the authors experience as chairman of the Board of the Icelandic International Development Agency (ICEIDA) and as Special Advisor to the Minister for Foreign Affairs in Iceland from 1995 to 1999, and as World Bank specialist at the Bank’s Head Quarters in Washington DC from 1990 to 1995, in Latvia from 1999 to 2003 and in Vietnam from 2003 to 2006.

1. Iceland’s current development cooperation
Iceland is a member of several multilateral development organizations that provide leadership in the world and shape the way international development cooperation is conducted. Those institutions include for example the World Bank Group1, the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), and the United Nations.2 There is still no single ministry within the Icelandic government that is solely responsible for conducting the relationship with international development institutions, however, in this area the Ministry for Foreign Affairs is most active and is for example responsible for conducting the relationship with the World Bank Group and the United Nations. Exceptions to this rule is for example the EBRD whose matters are handled by the Ministry of Commerce.

Iceland shares an Executive Directors Office with the Nordic and the Baltic Countries at the World Bank Head Quarters in Washington DC and shares an

1 The World Bank Group consists of five institutions: (i) The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), (ii) the International Development Association (IDA), (iii) the International Finance Corporation (IFC), (iv) the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA), and (v) the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID).

2 Iceland is not a member of several multilateral development institutions, including: the African Development Bank (AfDB), the Asian Development Bank (AsDB), and the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB).
Iceland has an embassy at the United Nations Headquarters in New York. However, Iceland has by most part been absent from any sort of policy dialogue with developing countries through those multilateral institutions except when supported by the other Nordic Countries who are known worldwide for their generous contributions to international development cooperation, active participation in policy dialogue with development countries, and for extensive provision of technical assistance, both bilaterally and multilaterally, including in partnership with the World Bank Group.

Iceland has a bilateral development agency called the Icelandic International Development Agency (ICEIDA) that was established by law in 1981. Initially the agency was only engaged in Africa and concentrated its efforts mainly in the fisheries sector where Iceland was believed to have obvious comparative advantages in providing training, advice as well as equipment. Since 1997 ICEIDA has also provided assistance in the health and education sectors. ICEIDA now has ongoing projects in 6 countries, including Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, Uganda as well as in Sri Lanka and Nicaragua. This small development agency thus operates in three different continents in the world, which must be considered rather ambitious, given its small budget.

The initial selection of the countries that ICEIDA supports in Southern Africa was to a large extent driven by a strong Nordic presence in that region and contacts were often made with potential African counterparts during annual Southern African Development Community (SADC) meetings which the Nordic countries also attended. However, the criteria for the selection of Sri Lanka in South Asia and Nicaragua in Central America seems rather unclear and it must be costly for ICEIDA to operate project in three distant continents simultaneously.

Administratively ICEIDA is placed under the Ministry for Foreign Affairs although in practice it enjoys considerable independence operationally. Its board of directors has seven members, six of whom are selected by the Icelandic Parliament (Alþingi), and one member who is appointed by the Minister for Foreign Affairs. The Ministers representative serves as the chairman of the board of ICEIDA. This organizational structure has for some time been a subject of controversy and the Minister for Foreign Affairs issued a policy document to the Icelandic Parliament in March 2007 where she proposed to place ICEIDA directly under the control of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs (Ministry for Foreign Affairs 2007). Operationally this would mean that both multilateral and bilateral development cooperation would be merged under one office or section within the Ministry for Foreign Affairs.

---
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4. The Minister’s policy document did not discuss the fact that the relationship with some multilateral development organizations is not conducted by the Ministry for Foreign Affairs. An example of this is the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development whose matters are handled the Ministry of Commerce.
was a change in government in May 2007 and Icelandic development policy and organizational structure is currently being reviewed under the leadership of the current Minister for Foreign Affairs.

The government of Iceland recently issued a document titled “Iceland’s Policy on Development Co-operation 2005 – 2009” (Ministry for Foreign Affairs 2005). This policy statement commits Iceland to increase its contributions to development cooperation to 0,35 % of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) by 2009. Although this would only be a half of the contribution that Iceland promised to deliver by its initial legislation on development cooperation in 1971 it nevertheless represents a substantial increase as compared with previous contributions in this area.

Icelandic Ministers for Foreign Affairs have not shied away from making commitments to development cooperation internationally. In her statement at the Sixty-first Session of the General Assembly of the United Nations in 2006 the former Minister for Foreign Affairs said that “Beyond 2009, our assistance should increase even further, with the ambition of reaching the UN target of zero point 7 per cent (0.7%) of GNI (Gross National Income).” (Ministry for Foreign Affairs 2006).

Even if only a half of this increase in the Icelandic development budget materializes, it does raise questions both about how Iceland conducts its multilateral relationship with international organizations, and how it works with them and bilateral development organizations in the field. This also raises questions about the efficiency and effectiveness of the current method, the so called project based approach, which is solely used by Iceland to conduct its bilateral development cooperation through the operations of ICEIDA.

1.1 Project based approach, sector wide approach and budget support

At the multilateral level Iceland’s engagement in policy dialogue with developing countries through its membership in international organizations has so far been limited. At the bilateral level Iceland uses the so called project based approach when planning and implementing its projects in the field. The project based approach means that ICEIDA defines small sector specific projects, with an agreed timetable, in cooperation with the receiving country but the financial administration of the project is maintained within ICEIDA. The projects supported by ICEIDA initially were mostly small fisheries projects and tiny social sector projects. Since 1997, however, Iceland has increasingly become involved in supporting education projects and health projects, but those still use the project approach.

Given the substantial increase in contributions to development cooperation that the government is now committed to make, the question arises whether this approach does not need to change. The small projects currently in ICEIDA’s
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portfolio are time consuming to prepare, costly to implement and monitor, and their link with the overall policy of the receiving country within the sector supported is often unclear. In addition to this the project based approach often makes aid coordination time consuming and cumbersome.

Given this new situation one may ask the question whether it is not time for Iceland to engage in policy dialogue with developing countries and use a sector wide approach in its development cooperation or provide a direct budget support in partnership with other donors, along with technical assistance that often accompanies such assistance. In the case of sector wide approach Iceland would work with other donors and direct its funds to a specific sector. Iceland would then participate in a dialogue with the receiving country, in partnership with the other contributing donors, about the overall development of that sector. In the case of budget support Iceland would along with other donors provide funds directly to the receiving countries budget and engage in an overall policy dialogue with the receiving country in partnership with other contributing donors.

When discussing project based approach, sector wide approach or budget support, one should avoid pitching the issue in either/or terms. It is not being argued here, for example, that possible Icelandic involvement in budget support to a given developing country would mean that Iceland would abandon project based approach entirely. Many small projects supported by ICEIDA in the past have been successful and it is well known internationally that investment projects can complement budget support operations.

Another issue regards the decision whether Iceland should go for sector wide approach rather than budget support. In the case of sector wide approach the funds provided by Iceland would be directed to a specific sector instead of being contributed to the general budget of the developing country in question. In this context one needs to keep in mind that the ultimate decision on what to do with the funds rests with the receiving government. So, if there is more aid funding for sector X, the government can redirect its own resources to other sectors. Thus increasing resources to one sector only can be an illusion and from this perspective, it could be better to provide funds directly to the developing countries general budget.

Among the problems with the project based approach (currently used by ICEIDA) is that it is often to a large extent managed and controlled by the donor. Therefore many donor countries are increasingly getting involved in budget support and use it as means to engage in policy dialogue with the developing country and to help the government of the receiving country to take the lead and ownership of the overall policy reform in the country. Many donor countries, including the Nordic Countries, also provide technical assistance to help the governments of developing countries prepare and implement policy reforms.

Obviously the amount of funds provided to developing countries through budget support does matter and can provide incentives for the country to engage in policy dialogue and implement policy reforms. However, one should not underestimate the value of a well informed and prepared policy dialogue with the
developing country. In fact many development experts would argue that in the end good policy environment is the key to achieve sustainable economic growth and poverty reduction. Foreign aid alone cannot buy growth.

A country like Iceland that has managed to maintain strong growth and been able to implement a transition from being one of the poorest European countries before the Second World War, to become among the richest countries in the world today, as measured by GNP per capita, should have some experience to share with the developing world. The key to success here is to remember, that while a developed country like Iceland has a lot of valuable lessons to share, the developing country should always lead the policy dialogue and also take the lead in formulating any technical assistance offered to prepare and implement policy reforms.

Iceland’s experience in development since the World War II is unique and could provide invaluable lessons, especially to small developing countries, and countries in transition. Iceland has been surprisingly hesitant to offer its assistance to other countries based on this experience and its remarkable success. Iceland has also hesitated to use its experts to provide advice and technical assistance to developing and transition countries. Limiting this assistance to the fisheries sector with small projects in health and education seems rather narrow given Iceland’s experience. Iceland probably has a lot of experience in the area of public sector reform, including, for example in public expenditure management.

1.2 Good policy environment, economic growth and poverty reduction
If the government of Iceland decides to change its approach and to get involved in budget support in addition to project approach there needs to some certainty that good economic policy and good governance leads to stronger economic growth which in turn provides the basis for poverty reduction in the developing world. The war against poverty in the world will not be won in the long term without economic growth.

There is still an ongoing debate about the relationship between good policy environment and economic growth. David Dollar and Craig Burnside published a famous article several years ago where the case was made that aid has positive impact on economic growth in countries with good economic policies (Burnside and Dollar 2000). They concluded that making aid more systematically conditional on the quality of policies would likely increase its impact on developing countries growth. Other authors have been more cautious in concluding that aid promotes growth in countries with sound policies (see for example Easterly, Levine and Roodman 2004) and emphasize that the seminal paper of Burnside and Dollar does not provide the final answer on this critical issue.

The debate on the relationship between economic policies and growth is likely to be ongoing for a long time. While no one has found a “Magic bullet” for growth there are some things that seem important including sensible macroeconomic management⁶; laws and policies that create an environment conducive to private

---

⁶ This would for example include: Fiscal discipline, moderate inflation, and a reasonable competitive exchange rate.
sector activity with low transaction costs; and an economy open for international trade (see for example Rajan 2005). This is consistent with the experience in Iceland. Investment in health and education also ought to be encouraged and bilaterally ICEIDA has increasingly supported these sectors through its projects.

2. Latvia – a case of missed opportunity for Iceland to engage in policy dialogue with a small country in need of assistance

When Latvia announced its independence in 1991 the government of Iceland rushed to recognize it. However little was done to assist Latvia after achieving independence. All the other Nordic countries provided extensive assistance to Latvia and, in fact to all the Baltic States, while Iceland showed little interest. This represents a missed opportunity for Iceland to participate in the reconstruction of Latvia after the devastating effects of Soviet occupation from 1945 to 1991.

While Iceland is a small country its experience in economic development and post World War II reconstruction is certainly unique. Iceland’s experience in building a fully functional government with a small number of civil servants and limited financial resources could have been quite relevant to Latvia (as well as the two other Baltic States, Lithuania and Estonia) in the immediate post independence period. In fact, it could be argued that Iceland’s experience was much more relevant to the situation in Latvia immediately after independence than anything the other Nordic countries could offer. However Iceland chose not to share its experience and was by most part, at least as far as participation the economic reconstruction in Latvia was concerned, as distant as during the Soviet time. It must however be recognized that Iceland did contribute to multilateral organizations such as the World Bank which supported Latvia’s reform program, but bilaterally Iceland was mostly absent.7

It seems obvious that although the Icelandic contribution would have, in absolute monetary terms, been quite small as compared to the contribution of other larger countries that assisted Latvia in the post independence period, Iceland could certainly have made a meaningful contribution, for example, by coordinating its assistance with the other Nordic Countries, as Iceland is accustomed to do, or by contributing more to programs of multilateral organizations such as the World Bank. This contribution could for example have been provided in the form of much needed technical assistance to support the reform process, as budget support to the government of Latvia, as contribution to specific sector related projects, etc. Above all, Iceland could have engaged in policy dialogue with the government of Latvia and assisted in public administration reform and institution building.

7 The World Bank opened an office in Latvia in January 1993 and that office remained open until June 2006. During this time the World Bank supported Latvia’s reconstruction in almost every sector.
When Latvia became independent in 1991 it was clearly in need of sound policy advice, technical assistance and capacity building programs, especially in the public sector. One needs to keep in mind that the country had only been a province in the Soviet Union during the occupation and suddenly had to operate as an independent country. The case of the Baltic States was thus fundamentally different from that of the other European countries applying for European Union membership. The other Nordic countries understood this and provided extensive assistance, to all the Baltic States, both bilaterally and multilaterally. Late in the reform program, and just before joining the European Union, Latvia implemented a comprehensive medium-term reform program supported Programmatic Structural Adjustment Loan (PSAL) from the World Bank, see box 1 (World Bank 2002).

**Box 1: Latvia – Programmatic Structural Adjustment Loan (PSAL) Program**

The 1998-99 financial turmoil in Russia and internationally dramatically changed Latvia’s macroeconomic situation and exposed a series of weaknesses in Latvia’s public sector management, threatening to derail its transition accomplishments. To prevent this the government requested an IMF program which focused primarily on supporting macroeconomic stabilization efforts, and requested the World Bank to support a reform program to improve the credibility, efficiency, and effectiveness of the public sector, including addressing structural issues underlying the fiscal deficit.

Latvia’s reform program was one of building up the Government’s institutional capacity to effectively support and interact with the private sector as well as finalizing the transition agenda.

The PSAL program therefore focused on step-by-step capacity building and institutional reform in four distinct but overlapping areas, with the overall aim to return to sustainable growth. These were (i) returning to a macroeconomic framework conducive to robust growth; (ii) strengthening the credibility of the public sector; (iii) strengthening the public sector institutional capacity; and (iv) rationalizing the interaction between the public and private sector.

Source: World Bank 2002
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Programmatic lending is usually used by the World Bank to support complex medium-term institutional reforms.
The preparation of Latvia’s PSAL Program was initiated in 1999. The PSAL program, which was supported by extensive technical assistance, was under implementation for a few years during which Latvia took its final steps in its transition to a market economy and made good progress in its accession negotiations with the European Union with World Bank support.

As late as in 2002 and just before Latvia joined the European Union many organizations, including the Nordic Countries and the World Bank were still helping Latvia through its transition process. See Table 1 in Annex I, a Comprehensive Assistance Framework, which was prepared by the author of this article in 2002 for the World Bank’s Country Assistance Strategy (World Bank 2002). An overview like this is often prepared by the World Bank to facilitate donor coordination, to make aid more effective and to avoid duplication of donor efforts. As the table shows the World Bank was in 2002 still active in almost every sector in Latvia. Many bilateral donors, especially the Nordic countries, were also active. However, the European Union supported programs had, as expected this late in the accession process, become very prominent. The Country Assistance Strategy in 2002 was the World Bank’s exit strategy from Latvia. The country had been successful in taking charge of its own transition, was about to join the European Union, and did not need assistance from donors much longer. Other donors were also preparing their exit strategies. The challenge for the donor community was to exit, not to fast, and not to slowly. Prior commitments had do be honoured.

During the time of Latvia’s transition from 1991 the government of Iceland did not show interest in contributing to its reconstruction program. Iceland’s bilateral development agency, ICEIDA, was busy with fisheries projects in Africa. The Icelandic Ministry for Foreign Affairs did not get involved in the ongoing policy dialogue with Latvia (or the other Baltic States), nor did it offer technical assistance that often is attached to budget support programs that involve policy dialogue. Iceland was not prepared to provide assistance then and even today does not get involved in operations that would have been suitable to address the needs of the Baltic States during their transition. The government of Iceland was quick to recognize the Baltic States when they announced their independence, but just was not there when the Baltic countries needed assistance.

3. Vietnam – a case of opportunity for Iceland’s development co-operation and private sector engagement

The second case is the case of Vietnam. Vietnam is located in East Asia and has more than 80 million inhabitants. Vietnam represents one of the fastest growing developing countries in the world and a country which is achieving remarkable results in poverty reduction. Vietnam is taken here as an example of a country which Iceland could, for example, provide valuable technical assistance to, as well
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9 Latvia became a member of the European Union on May 1, 2004.
as budget support through participation in the Poverty Reduction Support Credit (PRSC) programs lead by the World Bank and supported by several multilateral and bilateral donors, including the Nordic Countries who have provided grant funds for the PRSC and/or technical assistance, including through a Multi-donor Trust Funds administered by the World Bank.

3.1 Participation in Poverty Reduction Support Credits (PRSCs)
An increasingly large number of donors contribute to budget support operations and participate in their preparation. PRSCs represent a new generation of budget support instruments. They are aligned with a nationally-owned reform strategy, not involving explicit policy conditionality, but rewarding progress in reform implementation. In a country like Vietnam some of the main strengths of the PRSCs is that they provide a rapid disbursement, directly to the governments budget using the country’s own financial management systems and budget procedures. They help setting priorities, as well as sequencing via a flexible programmatic approach. Among the most important advantages of PRSCs is that they reduce donor coordination costs for government. For good practice principles for PRSPS, see box 2. (M. Rama, World Bank, September 19, 2007).

Regarding the partnership architecture of PRSCs the Vietnam Development Report 2007 says the following: “General budget support operations have become an important donor coordination mechanism, in the spirit of the harmonization agenda. Discussions with government in each of the policy areas are jointly conducted with all the co-financers and potential co-financers with an interest in them. From the government’s perspective, this arrangement reduces transaction costs. From the donor’s perspective, it increases the coherence of the support to economic reforms. Donors jointly make key decisions, including whether a policy action satisfies the criteria required to be addressed through the PRSC process, whether triggers are met, and how satisfactory is the process towards attaining each of the development outcomes.” (World Bank 2006, p. 35).

Vietnam is a country that is achieving better results in poverty reduction than most developing countries in the world. It is not an aid dependent country, but donor resources, including budget support, are still important, as well as the analytical work and technical assistance that goes with it to support its economic reforms. Iceland could certainly contribute both to the policy dialogue with the country and share expertise via technical assistance in the public sector. If participating in a PRSC in a country like Vietnam Iceland could for example emphasize certain actions in overall public sector reform or in a specific sector. It is important that countries taking part in budget support operations are also willing to share their substantive expertise in some specific areas.

---

9 Poverty Reduction Support Credit (PRSC) is a programmatic approach to development policy lending in low-income countries.
As part of its assistance in public sector reform Iceland could help a country like Vietnam improve its business climate. According to the World Bank Iceland is among the 10 countries in the world that have the best business climates (World Bank 2007, Doing Business Report 2008) and improved business climate in Vietnam could facilitate foreign direct investment to Vietnam and encourage private sector cooperation, including from Iceland. In fact the private sector in Iceland is already getting involved in Vietnam ahead of the Icelandic Ministry for Foreign Affairs and ahead of the government’s bilateral development agency, ICEIDA.

**Box 2: The Policy Dialogue**

**Good Practice Principles for PRSCs**

- **Ownership** — Strategic vision and policy priorities coming from the government.
- **Harmonization** — Coordinated framework to conduct the dialogue and assess progress.
- **Customization** — Recognize country specificity, on policies and results framework.
- **Criticality** — Focus on the actions with more potential to support change.
- **Transparency and predictability** — Agree on a cycle for financial support and evaluation.

(M. Rama, World Bank, September 19, 2007).

Currently Iceland does not participate bilaterally in budget support in any developing country in the world and its bilateral assistance is limited to the project based approach as discussed earlier in this article. Possible participation in budget support does however not mean that Iceland will not continue with development operations based on the project approach. One should avoid pitching the issue here in either/or terms because investment projects can complement budget support operations. For instance, a project in public financial management could be necessary to strengthen budgetary processes to the point where a country would feel confident to provide budget support. Other projects help pilot approaches, for example, on community driven development that can then be scaled up nationally, through the policy dialogue associated with budget support. For example primary school standards could be introduced through policy dialogue, but an investment project could help upgrade schools to those standards. If Iceland
considered providing budget support to a country like Vietnam it could, for example, decide to provide technical assistance in public financial management prior to and/or during the budget support.

3.2 Technical Assistance and Multi-donor Trust funds
Iceland could provide technical assistance (TA) to a country like Vietnam bilaterally by funding Icelandic experts that would go to Vietnam and assist the government for an agreed period of time. This could also be done by establishing a trust fund within the World Bank that would provide support in certain areas, for example, in public financial management. Iceland could also join a mechanism like a Multi Donor Trust Funds (MDTFs) lead by the World Bank but supported by other donors, see Box 3.

---

**Box 3: Vietnam - Multi-Donor Trust Funds**
Donors have pooled resources to support the implementation of reform programs in a range of areas, from the modernization of public administration (with the Ministry for Home Affairs (MOHA) as counterpart) to the implementation of Comprehensive Poverty Reduction and Growth Strategy (CPRGS) (with the Ministry of Planning and Investment (MPI)). In Vietnam, one of the broadest Multi-Donor Trust Funds (MDTFs) currently in operation was set up in 2004 to support the public financial management modernization initiative. The counterpart in this case is the Ministry of Finance (MOF).

The MDTF for public financial management is jointly funded at present by the Like-Minded Donor Group (LMDG), including the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA), the Danish International Development Agency (DANIDA), the Department of International Development (DFID), the Netherlands Ministry for Development Cooperation (NMDC), the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation (NORAD), the Swiss Development Cooperation (SDC) and The Swedish Agency for International Development Cooperation (SIDA). It is administered by the World Bank, but executed by the government of Vietnam. Under this arrangement the government is responsible for identifying its own technical assistance needs. The World Bank plays a supportive role on technical matters, at the government’s request. It also clears transactions, on a non-objection basis.

This MTDF supports technical assistance in six areas: state budget management, state revenue management, public debt management, SOE financial management, state asset management and price management. This technical assistance is helping the government identify options, articulate priorities and specify reform requirements. It is also building up the government’s capacity to plan, implement and operate new financial management processes.
When providing technical assistance to a developing country there are certain things that donor country needs to be kept in mind. The government receiving the technical assistance must take the lead in defining what the TA needs are. The donor funding the assistance can provide support in increasing the quality of the technical assistance proposal from the government, but it is important to engage the receiving government and its institutions in defining the technical assistance needs from the very beginning. For this to work the donor country must allow the receiving country enough time and flexibility to define what the real TA needs are. Of course it is important to make sure that things happen within a reasonable amount of time. Both the speed and quality are important. When preparing technical assistance projects quality is more important than speed. Above all, however, is that the government receiving the technical assistance takes ownership of the technical assistance project. Government ownership of the TA project is key to success and it leads to better implementation. This should however not discourage the donor to comment on government proposals and provide advice to help ensure good quality of the technical assistance project. During this process it is also important to build trust with the receiving government and ensure that the donors role remains supportive and advisory. Technical assistance driven by the donor country only often have limited value.

Since Iceland emphasizes the use of its own experts when providing assistance to developing countries it could start by creating its own bilateral technical assistance facility. However coordination with other donors, especially the Nordic countries and the World Bank would probably add value to the Iceland’s contribution.

3.3 Private sector development and cooperation
It is obvious that a country like Vietnam could provide opportunities for private sector cooperation between Vietnamese and Icelandic companies that could benefit both countries. Vietnam for example has a large and vibrant fisheries and energy sectors that both need technical assistance and investment. One should not underestimate the importance of the private sector in building a healthy and
strong economy in a developing country. The current law governing ICEIDA do
not allow much room for cooperation with the private sector in Iceland other than
sharing information.11 This is yet another example of a missed opportunity in
Iceland’s development cooperation. Both bilateral development agencies of
developed countries and multilateral development organizations recognize the
important role that the private sector plays in a developing country. This is why
institutions like the World Bank and the regional development banks, including
the Asian Development Bank, work extensively with the private sector in develop-
ing countries and actively promote private sector development. This is done for
example by providing loans and buying equity in private companies, as well as
providing valuable information to private investor about the business and invest-
ment climate in developing countries, etc. The World Bank for example issues a
report annually on Doing Business in most countries in the world that assesses the
business climate in those countries and provides valuable information for foreign
investors about most recent developments in each country (World Bank 2007).

Conclusions

It is time for Iceland to consider providing assistance to developing countries and
transition countries beyond small projects using the project based approach only.
Iceland should engage in policy dialogue with developing countries in selected
policy areas agreed to with the receiving country. This is probably best done in
partnership with other multilateral and bilateral development institutions.
Iceland should also consider making more use of its experts in providing technical
assistance to developing countries and countries in transition. This would provide
Iceland with an opportunity to try new approaches and better share its own ex-
perience in development and reconstruction with developing countries and
transition economies, including through participation in budget support oper-
ations in partnership with other donor countries.

In the case of Latvia, a small country like Iceland could have made a valuable
contribution during Latvia’s post independence transition period by providing
more support in cooperation with multilateral organizations like the World Bank
that was engaged in almost every sector in the country shortly after independence.
Iceland could also have made any contribution to Latvia more valuable by
working closely with the other Nordic Countries that had large bilateral programs
in Latvia (as well as in the other Baltic States) and also took advantages of
cooperation with the World Bank.

In a country like Vietnam, a small country like Iceland could also make its
contribution more effective by participating in the PRSC process lead by the
World Bank and supported several countries, including Nordic Countries that
have provided funds for the PRSC and/or technical assistance funds through

11 Lög um Þróunarsamvinnustofnun Íslands nr. 43/1981. See paragraph 3. d).
Multi-donor Trust Funds (MDTFs) that help prepare and implement policy reform actions. Iceland could also establish its own technical assistance facility and coordinate its activities with other multilateral and bilateral donors.

Iceland should also in the authors view take more advantages of the extensive knowledge that Icelandic experts possess, and the experience they have gained, both in Iceland and internationally. Iceland should be more active in offering exerts in the public service, in the academia, as well as in the private sector to provide policy advice and technical assistance to developing countries that are implementing complex economic and public sector reforms. A number of those exerts have, in addition to their experience in Iceland, also gained considerable international experience in implementing complex policy reform programs in developing countries.
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